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the grounds within a few yards of the Cottage. From this walk several vistas and avenues penetrate
the still depths of the woods. In addition to their beauty and charm as a piece of Nature
undisturbed, these woods are valuable as a sanctuary for wild birds. R., T., Of these, Mr. W. H.
Hudson, a leading authority, has enumerated about eighty species as inhabiting Kew, the majority
of which make their home here. It is a pleasant fact that an unusually large proportion of them are
singing birds. Mr. Hudson has observed that even in a perfectly rural district it would not be easy to
find so great a variety in the same space; and it is, indeed, this variety and abundance of bird-music
which to the lover of Nature give to Kew Gardens their principal charm. CHAPTER VII ROSE
GARDENS AND PERGOLA...
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Reviews
This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of very good read through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a worthy of studying. Your
daily life period will likely be convert as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Ca nda ce K ling
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